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Unusual game. Puzzles are non-standard. At the first location with the forest, everything is easy. But the real brainstorming
begins in the dungeon. Now stuck in a room with statues. In general, I like to use brains in this game.
The game is beautiful and surprisingly, it does not slow down on my rather old computer.
Sound design in the game is a bit behind, but also good.. Do you like Puppygames' stuff? Titan Attacks, Revenge of the Titans,
Droid Assault, Ultratron etc. This is right up that alley. It has the great music, loads of great style, blowing up things up, and
being blown up.

You can turn off flashing screen effects, for all of you that don't want to risk a brainwrong, the sweet CRT filter is optional, and
so is bloom.

It's basically Defender and Asteroids with upgrades between levels and different classes of ship. It has loads of checkpoints and
three difficulty settings, Easy, Normal, and Hard. I've been bashing away on Normal and getting on great while dying a lot, I can
imagine Hard being just that.

It's loud sonically and visually. I love it.. plays well enough for an alpha little light on the features as of now. i would say wait till
its official realease to get it or get it now if you're impatient like me and dont mind getting bite sized chunks of the game. it's
something to keep an eye on though thats for sure!. great party game. I played this game since GamersFirst had it and i've
played countless hours, untill they switched publisher to T3. Not because of that, but because of Real Life, i left Granado
Espada untill recently i saw it back on steam again.

First i want to state that a lot of the reviews given are based on earlier versions of this game (before steam and even before the
current owner, T3). A lot have changed since then. For example:
I've read a review that stated to progress after lvl 100, you need to pay. This is false. You pay some shiny crystals which drop
enough within 30 minutes in (almost) every area to promote and advance.

Is this game pay to win? Depends on how you look at it i think. You can make enough ingame currency to get almost everything
you want. There are a few things that are behind a paywall, but for sure not needed to win. The beauty about this game is that
you don't have to do the grinding yourself. Leave them on a proper spot over night and you will have results. For my life, which
includes a job, child and woman, this is ideal. I don't have to actively grind to progress, i can leave them and check later
whenever i want to. But, patience is required with this game. If you are one of those greedy (usually kids) that have to have
everything as fast as possible and expect it to be free, don't play!

Yes, sometimes it is a buggy game. But, look around you, what device or software comes without any bugs these days?
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I would defenitaly recommend this game if you wanna play something else then generic. If you have a real life and still want
some virtual fun, this one is a good one to play. Give it a try, it's free!. Played Using CV1 Oculus Rift)
Cloudborn to me was an enjoyable experience, given it was my first platforming game on VR I had nothing to go off but
movement and platforming was decent, sometimes when swinging my big head would clip into an object and make me drop to
my death restarting the checkpoint, movement I played mostly with the jogging style and I have to say that probably is a terrible
default control scheme for this game, when you're at a ledge and need a few more inches to reach I'd much prefer locomotion
with the joystick.
Other than that it isn't a long game and the levels are very pretty with decent design.
I would recommend trying it out but not at the base price of 15$, get it on sale or G_2_A.. cute and simple 6\/10. More fun than
I expected based on how ugly this game looks and feels. Took me back to a lot of worthwhile-but-not-great SNES
and...uh...Game Gear games I enjoyed as a kid. Especially when it comes to the level design, which is probably the best aspect
of this game. The secrets hidden throughout are, er, adorable. Xzibit and the Land Before Time. Hawwwwwww.. I regret
nothing, except being born. The twitch integration is fun, and the story mode has different starting places depending on the
character you choose.
Overall I lost almost every game in multiplayer. It's a pitty the game doesn't have a 4-bundle discount so one could take
advantage of the 4 player mode with friends.
Is a fun and fast game for the price!
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If your a fan of Fighting Fantasy gamebooks then its a no brainer. My books are a bit worse for wear and so i jumped at the
chance to add this digital copy to my collection.

Just a bit annoyed that there is no Warlock of Firetop Mountain or Citadel of Chaos on here. Cmon guys do them in order..
DEAR. this game maker

are you crazy?

why patch super jump??

after patch .. if you play this game and finish.. i give you dragon 10 staff

reset jump .. and last place easy patch

so.. you don't do

I Find you. Very hard and satisfying game, 8/10. Tedious beyond belief, save your money and get the (vastly superior in every
way) Wrath of the Damned DLC instead.

The play is very very very very slow. Little more than a one (you) against many scenario, which in turn based strategy means
you'll spend most of the game watching the all the enemies move. Even with the enemies speeded up option turned on it's a
snore fest.

Thankfully all the other DLCs for the game (so far) are way better than this. If you're an achievement completist may the
Emperor protect you. Herocraft should just make this a free DLC.. Cool new skills! The pet is my favorite!. This game has been
abandoned by the devs in a far-from-finished state. Do NOT spend money. I see potential not much else, the game is lacking in
a story or backround and leaves you without purpose in the short gameplay, I would not recommend it in its current state but it is
in beta so things can change, like I said... potential. Crysis is a special game for me. This is the first game I ever bought and I
still keep the DVD disk. It was the reason I met my best friend from childhood who sadly passed away 2 years ago. The game
was known for having great graphics and "But can it run Crysis" meme but I always thought it is underrated.. Great!!! At last, it
happened! It's finally released! Thx to Immergety team!
The game is totally cool if we talking about a graphic solution. Ancient Greece, mythological creatures! I was surprised! Of
course, it's just a beginning but for sure this game has a great potential! Waiting with patience next updates but for now, it's time
to play!. Manager spends entire day in his office.

Most accurate retail management sim ever.
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